America in Crisis

My recent Mission to America coincided with a number of crises. This included: the war in Syria
and serious threats from the American president to bomb Syria. The Islamic terrorist attack on
Westgate Mall in Nairobi, Kenya. And the confrontation between the Republican dominated
House of Congress and the Democrat controlled Senate and White House over excessive
spending and the ruinous costs of Obamacare.

Selective Shutdown

Although there was much talk about the government shutdown, it was evident to me, as a
foreign traveller, that the US government had by no means shut down. Their TSA agents were
still harassing and molesting passengers at airports, the IRS were still overtaxing the
population, their teachers were still indoctrinating children in evolutionism, situation ethics,
propaganda for perversion, and brain washing them in the new world order version of history.
The partial shutdown seemed to be mostly a farce. Congress remained open, the White House
remained operational, the police stations and post offices were still open, but, incredibly,
open-air monuments were declared closed!

Closing Open-Air Monuments

One would have thought that it cost more funds, and involved more staff, to barricade off and
police open-air monuments and national forest reserves than to allow the public normal access
to these open-air areas. The extraordinary lengths gone to by the US government to barricade
off War Memorials and Nature Reserves, even going as far as to close the roads that ran near
Mount Rushmore (in case travellers could see the cliff faces from a distance) made it clear that
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this was nothing to do with a government shutdown, but everything to do with petty and
manipulative party politics.

When Australia Faced a Shutdown

When the Australian parliament was at a deadlock, in 1975, facing a government shutdown over
an inability of the branches of government there to agree on a budget, the Queen fired the
Prime Minister, had the parliament dissolved and ordered fresh elections. Interestingly enough,
there has never been another government shutdown in Australia since 1975.

Bankrupt Policies

Wherever I travelled in the USA, I witnessed intense dissatisfaction of the Americans at their
government. The overwhelming conviction of most whom I spoke to was that their president
was hell-bent on bankrupting the country with ruinous and unworkable policies. The United
States owes more than it is worth. The national debt is officially 110% of its Gross Domestic
Product. By way of contrast, Russia’s national debt is less than 10% of its GDP.

Spending Like Drunken Sailors

One would have thought that a country spending more than it earns, which is effectively
bankrupt, would be cutting spending. However that is far from the case. Their president even
wants to raise their debt limit. The public debt of the USA is now well over $16 Trillion. To put
that into perspective, the national debt in 1980, which was considered catastrophic at that time,
was $1 Trillion.

Obamacare by the Numbers

The estimated cost to taxpayers for the marketing, advertising and publicity campaign
promoting Obamacare is: US$684 Million! The largest abortion provider in America: Planned
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Parenthood, will receive US$67 Million, along with other groups, under Obamacare. US$1
Trillion in new taxes need to be collected under Obamacare during the next decade.
Obamacare will require a 41% average premium increase for individuals buying medical
insurance. Delta Airlines predicts that their medical insurance costs will increase US$100 Million
over the next year, because of Obamacare. Many companies are drastically cutting staff as a
result of the demands of Obamacare and the net result is millions more unemployed.

Extravagant and Irresponsible

One would have thought that a country so deeply in debt and living so extravagantly beyond
their means would, at the very least, cut its welfare and entitlement grants, foreign aid and
funding of the United Nations. For some obscure reason, the United States taxpayer is
expected to fund virtually every government on the planet and ends up paying for both sides of
most wars.

Money for War But Not for Nature Reserves

Many commented on how strange it was that barely a month before the president had been
hell-bent on starting a new war with Syria. Yet now, faced with congress insisting that he cut
spending, was mobilising personnel to barricade off open-air monuments! Only the timely
intervention of Russian president Vladimir Putin, prevented America going to war with Syria.

The Divided States of America

Many Americans are openly talking about secession. Large numbers are stock-piling supplies
expecting a break down of the social order and perhaps even a new civil war. Numerous
Americans expressed the conviction that, if present trends continue, the United States of
America cannot continue to survive in its present form.

Secession Seriously Considered
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Just as the Soviet Union split in the 1990s, with Latvia, Estonia, and Lithuania attaining
independence, and the Ukraine, Belarus and other republics breaking away from the Soviet
Empire, numerous Americans that I spoke to believe that something similar may happen to the
USA in the near future. Numerous states in America have passed legislation overruling Federal
regulations. It was clear that I was travelling through a country in serious conflict. The USA is in
the midst of a political crisis, an economic crisis, a moral crisis, and most seriously of all, a
spiritual crisis.

Who is to Blame for the Chaos in America?

Surveying the moral chaos in much of America, it is tempting to place most of the blame at the
foot of Hollywood. The godless distortions of history and blatant promotion of perversion and
blasphemy by all too many of the studios in Hollywood have certainly played a major role in
corrupting the morals and confusing the minds of most in America. However, I believe that the
godless secular humanist education system in the United States has done even more damage
to the minds and morals of Americans than even Hollywood has.

Facing the Failure of Our Churches

However, having said that, it is my conviction that the real problem is not so much these
external evils. Secular humanism, communism, radical Islam and other false religions are not
really the main problem. The catastrophic collapse of Western civilisation in recent years is
probably more to be laid at the steps of a back-slidden, distracted, apathetic, and, in all too
many cases, apostate church. If the Christian Church was doing what our Lord has
commanded, then these false religions and anti-Christian ideologies would be in defeat and
retreat.

The Curse of Compromise and Cowardice

It is the basic failure of our churches to make disciples, teaching obedience to all things that
God has commanded, that lies at the root of this catastrophic situation. The salt has lost its
savour. The light is being hid under a bushel. The last command of Christ is not the churches
first concern. The Great Commission is not the supreme ambition of most congregations.
Compromise and cowardice are pervasive. Evading controversial issues and seeking to please
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men, rather than God has become the norm. It is the disgraceful failure of most churches that
has enabled this triumph of secular humanism and paganism to hijack what were once great
Christian countries.

A Shallow Understanding of History

Americans continually refer to the previous generation as the greatest generation. That is
doubtless an existential exaggeration, which ignores the spectacular achievements of previous
generations of pioneers and Reformers of earlier centuries. However, while one can only
respect the courage of those who went through the Second World War, one cannot speak as
highly of their discernment, or policies. It was this previous generation that allowed the Ten
Commandments to be taken off the walls of American Schools. For The Lord's Prayer to be
dropped. For Bible Education to be removed. For evolutionism, situation ethics, and now
perverted sex-education, to be made compulsory, even in primary schools. Abortion was
legalised and homosexual 'marriage' promoted, under their watch.

Catastrophic Collapse of Civilisation

The past two generations have seen a cataclysmic collapse of almost every standard of
Christian civilisation. A lack of understanding of history and of the teachings of the Bible are at
the foundation of all this. History is far more than what has happened in just the last century.
Unless we have an understanding of the whole sweep of history - for at least the last 2,000
years - we cannot possibly understand the times and know what God's people should do.

Understanding History is Key

However, the average Christian is hostile to history. Frequently they cite a negative experience
at school. Well, of course, secular humanism refused to acknowledge the sovereignty of God in
history and therefore does not see the patterns, or lessons, to be learned in history. Therefore a
whole jumble of unrelated dates, names and places are thrown at poor students in the average
government school, until they learn to hate the subject of history. But true history, understood
from a Biblical perspective, is fascinating, interesting, relevant and empowering. We certainly
need far more Providential History Festivals.
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Praying for Reformation and Revival in America

America needs our earnest prayers. It is tragic that such a great Christian nation has been
hijacked by secular humanists and perverts. Without a major Holy Spirit inspired Revival, the
country seems doomed. Pray for those faithful believers and dynamic ministries which are
striving to win their country back to Christ. Let us be Faithful to the Word of God, bold in His
service and fervent in our intercession.

Yours for the fulfilment of the Great Commission

Dr. Peter Hammond
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